In most practical blind source separation (BSS) ap plications, the measured mixtures contain additive noise that limits the performances of most existing BSS algorithms. In this paper, we present several new methods for blindly extracting sources from noisy linear mixtures. The methods combine subspace tracking and source separation in an elegant fashion. Both density-modeling-besed and decorrelation-based approaches are described. We also show how to modify the methods so that minimum mean-squareerror (MSE) or Wiener estimation of the unknown sources is performed. Simulations verify the robust and accurate behaviors of the methods.
INTRODUCTION
Blind source separation (BSS) is a signal processing task that has potential applications in communications, control, remote sensing, and acoustics. In BSS, m sources contained within an unknown source vector sequence s(n) = [sl(n) . .: sm(n)]' are mixed by a (p x m), p 2 m unknoun midng matrix A to produce the measured signal vector sequence 44 = As(n) +o(n),
(1) where q(n) contains uncorrelated zerwmean Gaussian ohservation noise signals with identical variances U:. The goal is to process x(n) by an adjustable (m x p) separating matrix B(n) such that y(n) = B(n)x(n) (2) contains estimates of the sources in s(n). In the absence of noise, the optimal solution for B(n) is B(n)A = OD,
where * is an (m x m) permutation matrix and D is a diagonal nonsingular scaling matrix. Almost all previous works on blind source separation assume that the mixtures x(n) are noise-free, such that q(n) = 0. In practice, ohserwtion noise hampers almost every type of sensor signal. This noise can cause certain BSS algorithms to yield poor estimates of the sources or, even worse, to diverge entirely. Two issues must be considered in deigning solutions to the noisy bliid source separation task 2. Esttmatlon quality muf:: When noise IS present, the S D U~C L ' S (s,(n)) cniinot br rvcovvred rxactly unless they haw a sprcial strncture. " 9 . finit+alphahet sources. Ttio iummon criteria for cleasuring separation quality are the zero-forcing cnfenon and the minimum meon-square error (MSL') cnfenon 121. A zrro-forcing RSS solution can lead to G a w i a n noise euhancrmeut in the estimated source sign d s in some situations. The minimum USE solution is to hi, preferred if one can be constructed without any trajning data Iu addition to the ahovv d t 4 p issues, algorithnric complexity is an inportant design considention for this and any other signal procasing task. Many existing provedims fur subspace tradtiiig or hliud source separation are coruputariouallg-rimple iterative procedures that adapt the subspace estimate or separation natriv B(n) ovm time aithout rrquiring significant signal ine~iiory. T h e e methods are uost appropriate if on-liue trncking of tlrr coefficient solntions is required. Alternatively, block-hascd methods such as that dw:rihcd in 13: can be used to (:onstriiet a ~i s e f i i l srparation solution nhen limited data is available, usiially at a higher corriputarional cost per output sample.
It is possible to partition the noisy BSS task into separate subspace cstimutiou and suurce estimation problenis 1. 11, althnugh this forrrnilation does not rxploit the algorithmic or stnictiiral relationships between the two tasks. Joint siihspace tracking and blind source separation algorithms were dc!~eloped in 151 by exploiting rxisting algorithm for each problem [6, 71 . These joint method exploit the solutiun provided by the separation system to improve the pmfurmancc and simplify the implementation of the subspace tracker. Techniques that provided both the zerwforcing and the minimum llSE HSS solutions were dcsuihed. These algoritliiiis inherit the separation capabilities of the contrastbawd BSS procedure on which they are based. The organization of this paper is as follows. In ihe next section, we show how a generic blind source separation procedure can be combined with the subspace tracking; scheme in [6] to remove the effect of noise that lies outsi6.e of the source signal subspace, and we apply the design mlsthod to the BSS procedures in [SI and [ll] , respectively. Section 3 describes modifications to these procedures so that both the zero-forcing and minimum MSE wurce separation solutions can be estimated in a blind fashion. Section 4 explores the behaviors of the proposed techniques in a noisy BSS task. Section 5 contains our conclusions.
COMBINLNG SUBSPACE TRACKING AND
BLIA'D SOURCE SEPARATION 2.1. Design Methodology Assume that the measured vector sequence x(n) fits the model in (l), where p > m'. Let P be an (m x p) orthonormal matrix whose rows span the m-dimensional column space of the mixing matrix A. Then, the product PA is a full-rank invertible matrix. Define the processed measurement signal sequence v(n) as v(n) = Px(n) (4) = PAs(n) + Pq(n).
(5)
In the absence of noise, the sources s(n) can be exactly recovered from v(n) because of the invertibility of PA. More importantly, the power in the processed noise vectcr Pq(n) is m/pth that of 9(n). It is.straightforward to show that an orthonormal P matrix chosen in this way maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio of the source signal mixtures within the noisy measurements. Hence, subspace tracking is a useful fist step in solving the noisy BSS task [l, 4, 51. Fig. 1 shows our first generic BSS structure for noisy blind signal separation tasks. In this system, the estimated 'If p = m , subspace tracking is not needed. The algorithm in Section 3 are relevant in this case, where P(n) = I. source signal vector y(n) is constructed as Y(n) = W(n)v(n) (6) v(n) = P(n-l)x(n), (7) where P(n -1) is an (m x p) timevarying orthonormal matrix and W(n) is a time-varying (m x m) matrix. The first system, denoted as P, performs subspace tracking, such that P(n-1)A is full-rank. The second system, denoted by W, performs source separation on the reduced-rank signal vector sequence v(n).
Numerous procedures have been developed for subspace tracking [12]. In this paper, we are motivated for implementation reasons to consider the projection approximation subspace tracking (PAST) algorithm by Yang [6] . The PAST algorithm solves the following least-squares problem iteratively over time: 
This algorithm can be prwen to converge to the mdimensional principal subspace of x(n), such that P(n)A is full-rank. The complexity of the PAST algorithm is somewhat hampered by the Kalman gain update in (11)-(E), which adds at least 2m2 + 3m + 1 multiply/adds and one divide t o the overall cost of the procedure. These calculations can be avoided, however, by exploiting the covariance structure of the source separation matrix W(n) at convergence. Consider first the situation where q(n) = 0. If the separation procedure is successful, then W(n) converges to produce ~( n ) = *Ds(n), (13) and each element of y(n) is statistically-independent of the other elements. If in addition we impose a unity-power constraint on the source estimates, such that Ety(n)yT(n)I = 1,
where E [ . } denotes statistical expectation, then such that
Hence, we can approimate the PAST algorithm by use of a scaled version of WT(n)W(n) in place of Ff$(n) in the updates. This apprmtimate version of the algorithm is
where The complexity of this update may not appear to be much smaller than that of the PAST algorithm at first glance. Both y(n) and u(n) are used in many BSS algorithms, however, and thus only (17) and (10) need to be implemented. Reniark 1; The structure and computational complexity of the update in (17) is identical to that of the gradient-based principal subspace rule 1151, one of the simplest subspace tracking procedures available. Our combined BSS prccedure attains RLS-like subspace estimation performance with LMS-like computational complexity.
Remark 2:
The above derivations have assumed that U: is small such that the BSS procedure attains E{yi(n)yj(n)} . = 0 at convergence. When observation noise is present in x(n), this constraint no longer holds for every BSS alg* rithm. A notable exception is described in [5], where a modified EASI algorithm is described that ezactly maintains WT(n)W(n) = R;,?(n) in (12) on a sample-by-sample basis. Explorations of various BSS algorithms indicate, however, that if U: is not too large, the algorithm provides some covariance information within the m-dimensional principal signal subspace to speed the convergence of the subspace estimation task. The approximate PAST algorithm is closer to a stochastic Newton update than a least-squares one.
Application to a Maximum Likelihood BSS
Method We now apply the above design idea to the maximum like lihood natural gradient BSS procedure in [SI that attempts to minimize the negative log-likelihood cost function = (1 -X)/2 is the algorithm step size. a t a separating solution. To change this condition to the desired result, we propose the scale-modified update
m T M L ( W (~) )

= -l o g I d e t W ( n ) l -~~{ l o g p i ( y i ( n ) ) } ,
where Fl(n) is a diagonal matrix whose iith entry is The stationary point conditions in (24) enforce the unitpower constraints on each yi(n), whereas those in (25) enforce the independence of the m source estimates.
Combining (22) with (6), (7) , (lo), (17), and (18) yields our first modified algorithm for joint subspace tracking and blind svurce separation. This algorithm requires 3mp + 4m2 + 4m multiply/adds at each iteration to implement.
Application to a Decorrelation-Based BSS
All BSS methods exploit certain properties of the source signals to attain separation. The algorithm in (22) works for sources with non-Gaussian p.d.f.'s. Another class of BSS methods use the temporal correlation or the nonstationarity of the source signals [lo, 111. These methods perform separation by solving a joint diagonalization problem involving correlation matrices taken at difTerent time lags and/or over diEerent time iutemls.
In 1111, a simple blind source separation algorithm for time-correlated signals is derived. The coefficient updates for this procedure are (26) where y(n) and u(n) are defined as before and tri[M] is a square matrix whose strictly-lower triangular portion is identical to the strictly-lower triangular portion of M and whose entries are zero othenvise. The lag value 1 is a design parameter within the procedure that must be chosen such that the diagonal matrix (~{s(n)sT(n)})-'E{s(n)sr(n -6)} has m distinct eigenvalues. Under this condition, the algorithm can separate sources in the noisefree case, as the ODE convergence analysis in 1111 show.
Analyses of (26) show that it maintains E{y(n)y*(n)} = I at its stationary point. Hence, the signal vector U ( . )
can be used within the subspace tracking procedure without modifymg (26). Combining (26) with the subspace tracking procedure in (17) yields our second algorithm for noisy blind source separation. Its computational complexity is 3mp + 5mZ + 2m multiply/adds per iteration.
BLIND M M S E SOURCE SEPARATION
Design Methodology
The procedures described in the previous section do not attempt to calculate an optimum separation matrix W(n) that achieves some performance metric. In this section, we consider combined subspace tracking and source separation algorithms that achieve the two optimality measures 121:
Zero-foming solution: Given P, estimate WZF to ob-
tain zero inter-channel interference (ICl), or
In such cases,
Minimum mean-squared ermr solution: Given P, cal- 
MSE Compensator
Thus, the minimum MSE source estimates can be obtained from the zero-forcing source estimates using, U: and c x ( n ) . Based on the above relationship, we propose the joint zero-forcing and minimum MSE blind source separation structure in Fig. 2 . The system in the upper processing path denoted by W calculates the wro-forcing ralution, eliminating all source crosstalk. The set of systems in the lower processing path d c u l a t e a correction vectc.r signal t ( n ) such that
where Z(n) contains the minimum MSE source estimates.
The matrix G(n) is adapted such that it approximates R-:
at convergence, and its update is
Moreover, G(n) is used in place of WT(n)W(n) within (17), such that
This substitution allows us to dedicate the separation system matrix W(n) to finding the zero-forcing solution WZF.
5.2.
The problem where F'(n) is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are
The dependence of F'(n) on f(y(n)) is problematic, hecause F'(n) must be estimated from the data. To avoid these problems, we can instead use the variance-scaling algorithm in (22) as the starting point for the bias removal approach. Moreover, in the case where f,(y) = y3/3, we can further use thesimplification E{f:(y;(n))} = E{y:(n)} t o obtain the procedure
W ( n + l ) = W(n)+p[Fi(n)W(n) -f(y(n))uT(n)]
EIf:(Ydn))}.
+ piW(n)WT(n)w(n). (36)
The bias correction term in (36) does not depend on the nonlinearity f(y) used within the separation procedure. 
+pW(n)d(n)dTWT(n)W(n). (38)
Combining (G), (7), (lo), (lR), (31)-(34), and (38), we obtain a complete algorithm for blind minimum MSE source separation. This algorithm requires 3mp+10m2+3m multiply/adds per iteration to implement, not counting the generation of d(n) or the calculation of f(y(n)).
The design procedure used above can also be applied to other source separation algorithms. The details of these derivations are omitted for brevity. A blind source separation algorithm for joint zero-forcing and minimum MSE source estimation based on the decorrelation-based BSS algorithm in (26) uses the update In 151, a joint zero-forcingfminimum MSE BSS procedure was developed by modifying the EASI BSS algorithm 1 1 .
Using the simplification in (37), we can simplify the biascorrected update to obtain
+ rLy(n)fT(y(n))W(n)
All otber signal and parameter calculations are the same.
SIMULATIONS
We now explore the performances of the proposed algorithms. We have generated measurements according to ( Fig. 3(a) shows the evolutions of M(n) for four versions of (ZZ), where (i) P(n) = P(0) is not adapted (8.e. no subspace tracking), (ii) P(n) is adapted using the principal subspace rule (151, (iii) P(n) is adapted using the PAST algorithm in (9)-(12), and (iv) P(n) is adapted using the BSS system estimate (i.e. the proposed method). When subspace tracking is disabled, the average misadjustment is large due to poor choices of P(0). The proposed method performs as well as the PAST-based method while having the computational simplicity of the principal subspace rulebased method. Fig. 3(b) shows the evolutions of M ( n ) for the minimum MSE estimation algorithms that use (36), (38), (39), and (40), respectively. The steady-state misadjustment is about lOdB lower than in the previously-studied algorithms, and the noise-based bias removal method in (38) provides nearly-identical performance to that of (36).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed variants of blind source separation algorithms that are applicable to noisy mixtures.
The simplest approaches combine subspace tracking with source separation in an elegant fashion, whereas the moreadvanced approaches construct both the zero-forcing and the m i n i u m MSE source estimates blindly. Simulations show that the algorithms work as intended.
